As it results from many research works, the majority of real dynamical objects are fractional-order systems, although in some types of systems the order is very close to integer order. Application of fractional-order models is more adequate for the description and analysis of real dynamical systems than integer-order models, because their total entropy is greater than in integer-order models with the same number of parameters. A great deal of modern methods for investigation, monitoring and control of the dynamical processes in different areas utilize approaches based upon modeling of these processes using not only mathematical models, but also physical models. This paper is devoted to the design and analogue electronic realization of the fractional-order model of a fractional-order system, e.g., of the controlled object and/or controller, whose mathematical model is a fractional-order differential equation. The electronic realization is based on fractional-order differentiator and integrator where operational amplifiers are connected with appropriate impedance, with so called Fractional Order Element or Constant Phase Element. Presented network model approximates quite well the properties of the ideal fractional-order system compared with e.g., domino ladder networks. Along with the mathematical description,
Introduction
The standard dynamical systems and also standard control systems used until recently were all considered as integer-order (IO) systems, regardless of the reality. In their analysis and design, the Laplace transform was used heavily for simplicity. The appropriate mathematical methods for such type of systems were fully developed in former times. As it results from recent research works, the majority of real objects in general are in fact fractional-order (FO) systems or arbitrary real order systems including integer order. Because of the higher complexity and the absence of adequate mathematical tools, fractional-order dynamical systems were only treated marginally in the theory and practice of control systems, e.g., [1, 2] . Their analysis requires familiarity with FO derivatives and integrals [3] [4] [5] . Although the FO calculus is an about 300 year old topic, the theory of FO derivatives was developed mainly in the 19th century. In the last decades there has been, besides the theoretical research of FO derivatives and integrals [6] [7] [8] [9] , a growing number of applications of FO calculus in many different areas such as, for example, long electrical lines, electrochemical processes, dielectric polarization, modeling and identification of thermal systems [10] [11] [12] [13] , colored noise, chaos, viscoelastic materials, signal processing [14, 15] , information theory [16] , applied information theory, dynamical systems identification [17] [18] [19] and of course in control theory as well [4, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . This is a confirmation of the statement that real objects are generally FO, however, for many of them the fractionality is very low, like e.g., electronic systems composed of quality electronic elements.
Fractional-order models are more adequate for the description of dynamical systems than integer-order models, because their total entropy is greater than in integer-order models with the same number of parameters [26] . The concepts of the FO calculus and entropy allow one to improve the analysis of system dynamics [27] . The paper [28] also analyzed IO and FO dynamical systems through the entropy measure and demonstrated that the concepts are simple, straightforward to apply and therefore future research and analysis of more complex systems is required. With such models it is possible to consider also the real order of the dynamical systems and consider more quality criterion while designing the FO controllers with more degrees of freedom compared to their IO counterparts [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , but appropriate methods for the analytical or numerical calculations of fractional-order differential equations (FODE) are needed in such cases [6] [7] [8] [9] 20] .
A great deal of modern methods for investigation, monitoring and control of processes in different areas utilize approaches based upon modeling of these processes using not only mathematical models but also physical models based on FO differentiators and integrators with appropriate FO impedance. One of the major areas of application of the analog models is the study of the FO dynamical systems, FO controllers (FOC), FO filters, FO oscillators, etc. Early work on the realization of fractional-order differentiators started with the works of Carlson, Halijak and Roy [34, 35] . The authors of [34] attempted to create a "fractional capacitor" having a transfer function of 1/s 1/n where n is a positive real number. The author in [35] introduced the method for realization of an immittance of order λ, whose argument is nearly constant at λπ/2, |λ| < 1, over an extended frequency range. This fractional order element (FOE) or constant phase element (CPE) was realized through cross RC ladder network, which is the model of infinite-length power transmission line. In [36] the authors also introduced the concept of a fractional-order integrator using a single-component FOE. A single component FOE is a capacitive-type probe coated with a porous film of poly-methyl methacrylate dipped in a polarisable medium. The fractional exponent can be varied between 0 and 1. The work [37] , inspired by the work described in [38] , and also the work [39] , etc., described a quite simple model of the FOE. Theoretical focus on the design of FOE is discussed also in [40, 41] . Electronic realizations of fractional-order integrator and controllers were attempted and presented in our earlier works [42] [43] [44] and also in many other works like e.g., [45] [46] [47] [48] . In this paper, except for the principle of electronic realization of the FO integrator and FOE, we will concentrate also on the electronic realization of the FO controlled object and FO controller, whose mathematical model is FODE. The electronic realization is based on a FO differentiator and integrator where operational amplifiers are connected with appropriate impedances or in our realization, with the so-called FOE or CPE. The presented network model, in spite of its simplicity, approximates quite well the properties of the ideal FO system compared with e.g., domino ladder networks. Along with the mathematical description, circuit diagrams of the designed FO dynamical systems, and design procedure of the FO elements, also simulation and measured results, are presented.
Definition of the Fractional Order Control System and Its Model
For the definition of the FO control system we consider the simple unity feedback control system shown in Figure 1 where F S (s) denotes the transfer function of the controlled system which is either IO type or more generally FO type and F C (s) is the transfer function of the controller, also either IO type or FO type. Y(s) denotes the output of the controlled system and U(s) its input. W(s) is the desired value of the output of the system and E(s) is the error or deviation between W(s) and Y(s). We could consider also disturbances at the input or output of the system. 
Fractional-Order Differential Equation
In the time domain we can describe FO system by an FODE or by a system of FO differential equations. Very frequently used, as a model of the controlled system in control theory, is the following three-term FODE [8, 9, 20] :
where α, β are generally real numbers, a 2 , a 1 , a 0 are arbitrary constants, u(t) is the input signal into the dynamical system and y(t) is the output of the system defined by FODE (1) with zero initial conditions. For one kind of our final desired FO controlled object [20] they have the following values α = 2.2, β = 0.9, a 2 = 0.8, a 1 = 0.5, a 0 = 1. In the case of a 2 = 0 we have two-term FODE. The analytical solution [8, 9] of FODEs is rather complicated. More convenient are numerical solutions [20, 25] .
Similarly the FO PI λ D μ controller can be described by the FO integro-differential equation [8] :
where K is a proportional constant, T i is an integration constant, T d is a derivation constant, λ is an integral order and μ is a derivation order. For our final desired FO controller they have the following values K = 20.5,
Fractional-Order Laplace Transfer Function
To the FODE of the controlled object (1) (3) and to the FO integro-differential equation of the controller (2) there corresponds, in the s domain, the following FO Laplace transfer function:
With different FO systems notions such as weak or strong integrator or differentiator, weak or strong fractional-type pole, or zero arise, with interesting contributions to the dynamics of the system (stability, phase shift etc.), as some properties are emphasized, others are eliminated. An FO system combines some characteristics of systems of the order N and (N +1). By changing the order as a real and not only an integer value we have more possibilities for an adjustment of the roots of the characteristic equation according to special requirements.
Principles of Electronic Realization of the FO Dynamical System
The basic concept of all techniques of electronic realization of an FO dynamical system is realization of the FO integrator or differentiator and consequently realization of the analogue electronic circuit with the equivalent mathematical model as FO dynamical system -controlled object and/or controller.
Principles of Electronic Realization of the FO Integrator and Differentiator
The FO integro-differential operator can be designed and built on the principle clearly visible in Figure 2 . The basic element of this circuit is the appropriate feedback element in the first stage-the so called fractance or FOE or CPE-which along with resistance R i defines the order of the FO integrator or differentiator (exchange R i and FOE). The function of the second stage is to determine the desired gain of the whole FO operator and to invert the output signal. The impedance of an ideal fractional-order element is defined as:
For s = jω will then be:
where ϕ = απ/2 is the argument of the impedance in radians or ϕ = 90α for ϕ in degrees. The exponent α decides the character of the impedance Z(s) and denotes the order of integration or differentiation in the electronic realization of the FO operator (Figure 2 ). If α = +1, it is a classical inductive reactance, α = 0 means a real resistance or conductance, α = −1 represents a classical capacitive reactance. The values 0<α<1 correspond to an FO inductor, the values −1 < α < 0 to an FO capacitor.
Principles of Electronic Realization of the FO Controlled System and Controller
The electronic realization of the FO controlled system and controller in our earlier work [42] , based on sequential integration of FODE (1), is rather complicated and requires a number of active elements. The method in this contribution is based on the equivalent Laplace transfer function (7) of the electronic circuit shown in Figure 3 
For the considered fractional-order controlled object (3) with α = 2.2, β = 0.9, a 2 = 0.8, a 1 = 0.5, a 0 = 1 we can choose e.g., It results from equations (3) and (7) that a 0 = R 1 /R 4 = 1, β = |α 3 | = 0.9 and α = |α 1 +α 2 +α 3 | = 2.2 as required. Similarly, the equivalent Laplace transfer function to the transfer function (8) of the PD μ controller [20] has the electronic circuit depicted in Figure 4 : 
Design Procedure of the Fractional-Order Element
The impedance of an ideal FOE or CPE in s and ω domain is defined by equations (5) and (6) . The modulus of impedance )
depends on frequency ω according to the magnitude of α. Its value in decibels varies with 20α decibels per decade of frequency and in correspondence with the sign of α, the modulus increases or decreases. At ω = 1 the modulus equals D, independent of α. Argument ϕ of the impedance is constant and frequency independent for an ideal FOE. The properties of ideal FOE cannot be realized with classical electrical networks containing a finite number of discrete R, C components. The task is to build a network that sufficient accurately approximates the FOE in a desired frequency range. The basic structure of the electronic model of the FOE [37, 38] is shown in Figure 5 . 
The obtained value of D will generally differ from the required D r . Therefore, all values of resistances in sections R k and R p have to be multiplied by ratio D r / D and also all capacitances divided by the same ratio [37] .
Design of the FOE for the Considered Control System
For the considered FO controlled object (3), α = 2.2, β = 0.9, a 2 = 0.8, a 1 = 0.5, a 0 = 1 and choosing The modulus of impedance decreases by 6 decibels per decade and the phase is −27° according to α 2 = −0.3 as desired. It is evident from Figure 6 that the properties of the ideal FOE cannot be precisely realized with classical electrical networks containing a finite number of discrete R, C components. At both ends of the frequency range the normal operating conditions are not satisfied since the necessary sections are missing. In the proposed model the accuracy was increased by substituting the missing sections with approximating resistor R p and capacitor C p . The phase is virtually constant over the frequency range covering nearly three decades. The model contains only five resistors and five capacitors. Moreover, the frequency band can be easily extended by adding further sections and recalculating the capacitance C p . For practical applications, however, the number of parallel branches m must be chosen as a compromise between the model accuracy and simplicity. By using a similar technique we can design also other FOEs for the controlled object and for the controller as well, and the values of R k , C k are noted in Figure 7 . The complete diagrams of the electronic realization of the FO PD μ controller and FO controlled system are depicted in Figure 7 .
The diagrams of the electronic realization of the FO PD μ controller and FO controlled system [20] depicted in Figure 7 are based on the electronic circuits shown in Figures 3 and 4 which together with the designed FOEs have desired Laplace transfer functions (7), (8) and also (3) and (4). In Figure  Figure 8 are the photos of the analogue realization of the control system from Figure 7 . Because the calculated component values differ from the values delivered in standard series they were obtained by serial/parallel connection of several components (two or three) to approximate the calculated values. 
Verification of the Analogue Realization of the FO Control System
The verification of the designed analogue realization of the FO system was performed firstly by comparing the step responses of the controlled system obtained by simulation in Micro-Cap 9 software (MC9) of the circuit depicted in Figure 7 with simulation results obtained by simulation of the corresponding mathematical model in Matlab. Afterwards, qualitative comparisons of the simulated and measured step responses of the FO feedback control system have been made. At the end the actual parameters of the realized FO controlled system were obtained by identification using measured data.
The step response [ Figure 9 (a) -MC9] of the electronic realization of our well-known FO controlled object for α = 2.2, β = 0.9, a 2 = 0.8, a 1 = 0.5, a 0 = 1 whose circuit diagram is depicted in Figure 7 is in a good agreement with the step response of its model (1), (3) computed in Matlab and shown in Figure 9 (b).
Figure 9.
Step responses of the controlled object.
The step responses of the feedback control system (Figure 1 ) computed in MC9 software and in Matlab are depicted in Figure 10 . We can see the good agreement of the step response of the whole feedback control system (Figures 1 and 7 ) computed in MC9 (Figure 10a ) with the step response of the corresponding mathematical model of such feedback control system (13) computed in Matlab (Figure 10b ):
The slight differences are mainly at the beginning of the responses, especially in the magnitude of the first maximum of the step response. The measured step response of the electronic realization of the feedback control system (Figures 7 and 8 ) is depicted in Figure 11 . We can see again the qualitatively good equivalence of the measured response with the both computed step responses depicted in Figure  10 . As mentioned above the values of calculated components R k , C k differ from the values delivered in standard series. Therefore they were approximated by serial/parallel connection of several components. As a result, the parameters of the realized FO controlled object differ from the desired values. Because of this, there are differences between measured and simulated results. Moreover, for practical applications the number of parallel branches m for all FOEs must be chosen as a compromise between the model accuracy and its simplicity. Therefore amplitude and phase Bode plots have satisfactory behavior only over the limited frequency range. This influences also the accuracy of the whole feedback control system.
Figure 10.
Step responses of the feedback control system. Figure 11 . Measured step response of the feedback control system.
As we can see from the Nyquist diagram (Figure 12 ) of the open control loop (14) the feedback control loop (13) is stable. The measured data of the step response were used for identification [19] of the real parameters of the controlled system. We have used the criterion of the sum of squares (15) 
Considering the controlled system as a three-member differential equation (1), using criterion (15) and using the optimization method for nonlinear function minimization fmincon from Matlab, the following parameters of the controlled object were obtained α = 2.2043, β = 0.9528, a 2 = 0.8254, a 1 = 0.5091, a 0 = 1.0346 and the value of the criterion (15) was 0.2826. From the comparison with the desired values α = 2.2, β = 0.9, a 2 = 0.8, a 1 = 0.5, a 0 = 1 it can be seen that the corresponding absolute errors are 0.2%, 5.8%, 3.2%, 1.8% and 3.5%. Higher accuracy can be achieved by more precise approximation of the calculated components R k , C k and also considering more parallel branches m for designed FO elements.
Conclusions
In this article we have described the design and the electronic realization of the fractional-order controller and controlled system which is based on equivalence of the Laplace transfer function of the corresponding electronic circuit to the Laplace transfer function of the original FO systems. The electronic realization utilizing the fractional-order differentiator and integrator where operational amplifiers are connected with appropriate impedance, so called Fractional Order Element or Constant Phase Element. This method provides a simpler circuit in comparison with our previous works. Also, our presented method for the design of FOE based on passive components-resistors and capacitors-is very simple and gives satisfactory results. It is possible to simulate the properties of ideal FOE in a desired frequency range with good accuracy and the method works for arbitrary orders of the FO operator. Presented network model is simple and approximates quite well the properties of the ideal FO system compared with e.g., domino ladder networks. Qualitatively, comparison of the simulation results with measured results gives good agreement. Because the calculated component values differ from the values delivered in standard series they were obtained by serial/parallel connection of several components to approximate the calculated values. As a result, the parameters of the realized FO system differ from the desired values. Because of this, there are slight quantitative differences between measured and simulated results. Higher accuracy can be achieved by more precise approximation of the calculated components R k , C k . Moreover, for practical applications the number of parallel branches m for all FOEs must be chosen as a compromise between the model accuracy and its simplicity. Therefore amplitude and phase Bode plots have satisfactory behavior only over the limited frequency range. This influences also the accuracy of the whole feedback control system. The accuracy and the performance of the implementation can be improved also considering more parallel branches m for designed fractional-order elements. Our future research will focus on designing a selectable fractional-order differentiator as a first step for creating a fractional-order PI λ D μ controller where the gain of the proportional controller, the gains and fractional orders of the derivative and integrative controller, or the number of branches can be done automatically by a microcontroller.
